COVID DICTIONARY For DUMMIES

Here Is the NEW WORLD ORDER Covid A to Z Dictionary
AGENDA 21/30 - Is the 'Green' Agenda (Sustainable Development), which is also a DE-POPULATION Agenda
which includes Global IMMUNIZATION (vaccinations), covertly masked as "global health and development" for
humanity.
AIRGASM - Having a breathing orgasm when you take off your mask after wearing it for hours.
ASYMPTOMATIC - Having zero symptoms but still considered a "spreader" of the "killer virus" and required to
be vaccinated.
ANAL SWAB - a synonym for sodomy. The alternative is nasal swab (nasal rape). Pick your orifice.
BACTERIA - What you get when wearing a mask, you pollute the mask and then breath in your own bacteria
instead of clean fresh air and oxygen. This makes you sick, not the 'virus'.
BOOSTER SHOT - Boosting your healthy immune system with synthetic genetically modified mRNA
technology, ALTERING your DNA.
BUBBLE - Isolating yourself with other bubble heads.
COUP - The theft of our planet and bank accounts by a handful of wealthy psychopaths.
COVID-19 - Certificate Of Vaccination ID 19 (letters #1 & #9) = AI (Artificial Intelligence)
CENSORSHIP - Bye bye first amendment.
DISTANCING - Avoiding other human beings like they are Jack the Ripper.
DOG SNIFFING - Dogs trained to sniff you for Covid.
DOTS - Things you stand on in shopping centers. Learn to "connect" the dots, not stand on them!
END TIMES - The new normal.
FAUCI - Funded Chinese scientists at Wuhan Institute of Virology and has invested interest in vaccines.
GATES - Bill Gates admits goal to reduce population by 10/15%, "If we do a really great job on new vaccines".
Aren't vaccines meant to help people LIVE? www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfstBe1buaA
GLOBAL RESET - A synonym for 'Global Coup'.
GOOGLE - Twitter, Facebook & other Big Tech companies CENSORING thousands of Doctors, nurses,
Pharmacists, healthcare workers etc that are exposing the TRUTH about Vaccines, which makes them
complicit in Crimes Against Humanity! Go to duckduckgo.com instead.
GMH - Genetically modified humans, credit the vaccine for this www.stopworldcontrol.com/en
HAND SANITIZER - Kills healthy bacteria that keep your immune system healthy.
ILLUMINATI - A Bavarian secret society founded on 1st May 1776 that infiltrated the lodges of Freemasonry
and has taken control of world government leaders and financed by Mega rich oligarchs. Today, Unionists,
Communists and Idiots celebrate that day as May Day.
JAB - A friendlier term for STABBED with a needle.
KILLING MACHINE - A vaxxed person. They are BIOWEAPONS & super spreaders! KEEP AWAY from them!
www.stateofthenation.co/?p=63037 www.stateofthenation.co/?p=63490

KISSINGER - A NWO Elite that admitted they want to "exterminate" us with the vaccine *(see quote)
KLAUS - Klaus Schwab, evil leader of the Great Reset, transhumanism, depopulation and human enslavement.
LOCKDOWN - a synonym for house arrest.
MAINSTREAM MEDIA - Is FAKE News promoting and HYPING up a Political Agenda (threats & penalties
included) "Doctors, healthcare workers face harsh penalties and could be stripped of their right to practice if
they are caught spouting anti-coronavirus vaccine claims". Media blackout on actual vaccine DEATHS!
MASK - Proven to be neither safe or effective against any virus, otherwise people would wear masks every flu
season. So no good for the everyday flu but 'effective' against the "deadly" COVID?! Think about that!
MASKING - Wearing a diaper over your nose and mouth and reducing your oxygen supply and breathing in
your own bacteria. This can cause illness, infections and even death.
MRNA COVID VACCINE - An experimental, untested way to replace your natural immunity with artificial
immunity that can kill you within a year like it did with animal testing and also now killing people like flies!

MUTATION - Genetic mutation, when altering immune system & DNA. Which is what the vaccine does!
NEW WORLD ORDER - The NWO is a dystopian world order ruled by a communist brotherhood of oligarchs,
also known as the Evilocracy.
NEW NUREMBERG TRIALS 2021 - A team of over 1,000 Lawyers and over 10,000 medical experts led by Dr.
Reiner Fuellmich have begun Legal proceedings against the CDC, WHO & the Davos Group for Crimes Against
Humanity, for 35 BILLION $$! MUST WATCH! www.bitchute.com/video/5yacwAUAomni/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1O2Guce6bj-j31wjeRnvQHEfPPvF8JHQ-Jxhfv9saP_U/edit

OLIGARCHS - The Pope, Rothschild, Windsor, Rockefeller, Soros, Buffet, Musk, Bloomberg, Gates, Kissinger,
Bezos, Zuckerberg and other conscienceless c-suckers.
PANDEMIC - Is a PLANdemic, the planned development of Covid-19, a "highly contagious cold and flu virus"
that 99% of the population RECOVER from. The fake pandemic has been used to lockdown and bankrupt
nations and to stage a global coup. Also called a SCAMdemic!
PFIZER VP - Former VP Mike Yeadon, whistleblower: "The vaccine will kill you", “I’m very worried, that pathway
will be used for mass depopulation" www.themostbeautifulworld.com/blog/pzifer-killer-vaccine
PFIZER DOCUMENT - Their own document states that both INHALATION & SKIN CONTACT will TRANSMIT
whatever is in the vax from the VACCINATED to UN-VACCINATED and results are DEVASTATING!
Do not permit the vaxxed to come anywhere near you. It is now OFFICIAL! www.stateofthenation.co/?p=63037
QUARANTINE - a synonym for imprisoning people.
REGISTRATIONS - Hospitals given $13K+ per patient Registered as C-19 and $30K+ when put on a ventilator
and death resulted. So they were BRIBED to commit FRAUD & MURDER! www.stopworldcontrol.com/fraud
RIOTS - BLM, Antifa and other rioters are corporate sponsored idiots who are paid to cause chaos and justify
the need for Martial Law.
SHEEPLE - People who wear masks, believe the vaccine hype and listen only to Mainstream (Fake) News
Media (spoon-fed info), without doing any independent research and thinking for themselves.
SIX, SIX, SIX - The vaccine is the 666 mark of the beast. Vaccine passports will be necessary to buy food, shop
and travel until the vaccine eventually kills you.
SUPER SPREADER - People who gather together to have fun, now morphed to VACCINATED people.
TERRORISTS - Tag for Anti-Vaxxers.
THIRD WAVE - Tsunami wave of virus, mutations/double mutations, worse than 1st & 2nd wave. Happens only
AFTER mass vaccinations! They knew this, so 'predicted' it (not because they are prophets!).
TRACING - Is a synonym for STALKING.
TRANSHUMANISM - Extinction and replacement of the human species with cybernetic organisms (Cyborgs).
UNDERGROUND CITIES - Underground 5 star hotels, cities and tunnels with high speed maglev trains
connecting the cities that have all the above-ground luxuries and comforts including spas, fake sunshine and
starry nights. You're not invited.
VACCINE - A KILL-Shot! Whistleblowers, Doctors/nurses. See VIDEOS www.stateofthenation.co/?p=54778
www.coronanews123.wordpress.com/2021/01/29/2212

VIRUS PANDEMIC - Synonym for HOAX.
WUHAN - The city where Covid-19 started from Chinese people munching on bats. Uh huh.
XENOPHOBE - Racial hatred taught by fake media to divide & stop people from uniting against a global coup.
YEAR 2020 - The start of humanity's Orwellian nightmare.
ZOOM - Zooming into a virtual world of no hugging, touching or physical contact.
ZOMBIES - Us, if we continue to cooperate. Straight from CDC website! www.cdc.gov/cpr/zombie/index.htm
*Henry Kissinger, "Once the herd accepts mandatory forcible vaccination, it's game over! They will accept
anything - forcible blood or organ donation, for the "greater good". We can genetically modify children and
sterilize them, for the "greater good". Control the sheep minds and you control the herd. Vaccine makers
stand to make billions, and many of you in this room today are investors. It's a big win-win! We thin out the
herd and the herd pays us for providing EXTERMINATION services. Now, what's for lunch, huh?"

RED ALERT!
WAKE UP PEOPLE!
And do your own RESEARCH!
MUST WATCH! https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/en
https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/fuellmich

